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Public law 97-280

We should live our lives as if Christ had come this afternoon. - Jimmy Carter I was humbled to learn that God had sent His Son to death for a sin like me. - George W. Bush We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men may be created equal; creators are endowed with some unique rights; among
these are Life, Freedom, and the Pursuit of Happiness. - Thomas Jefferson, Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776 Introduced as Senate Joint Resolution 165, and thirty-co-patrons, and as Joint House Resolutions 487 and 219 co-sponsors, were delivered before Congress honored the Bible as
Scripture Holy. The resolution suffered no amendment, no exclusions, no request that it be hit by religious reference. It became law. The 97th Congress of the United States publicly declared the 1983 National Bible Year. The bipartisan document, known as Public Law 97-280, was signed October 4, 1982
by Speaker of the House Thomas P. O'Neill, President of the Senate – Pro Tempore Strom Thurmond, and U. S. President Ronald Reagan. Read it as follows: LEAS The Bible, the Word of God, made a unique contribution to the United States' shadow as a different nation and blessed with humans;
WHEREAS THEY kept religious condemnations spring from the Holy Scriptures leading to the early settlement of our Nation; WHEREAS BIBLICAL teachings inspire civil government concepts of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States; WHEREAS many of our great
national leaders are amongst them Presidents Washington, Jackson, Lincoln, and Wilson-paid tax credits of the influence surpass in the Bible in our country's development, as in the words of President Jackson that the Bible is the rock on which to rest our republic; WHEREAS OUR NATION'S HISTORY
clearly shows the worth of voluntarily applying scripture teachings to the lives of individuals, families, and societies; WHEREAS THIS nation now faces the great challenges that will test this nation as it has never been tested before; and WHEN WE KNOW THAT OUR KNOWLEDGE AND OUR FAITH IN
GOD THROUGH HOLY SCRIPTURE CAN STRENGTHEN US AS A NATION AND A PEOPLE: Now it is to be resolved by the Senate and U.S. House of Representatives of the Congress assembled, the President authorized and asked to appoint 1983 as a national Year in the Bible in recognition of both
the formative influence the Bible had for our country. , and national we need to study and apply the teachings of the Holy Scriptures. 33 Introduced as Senate Joint Resolution 165, with thirty-co-employers, and as Joint House Resolutions 487 and 219 co-sponsors, were delivered before Congress to
honor the Bible as Holy Writings in the Book. The resolution suffered no amendments, no there is no demand that it must be struck by religious referrals. It became law. The 97th Congress of the United States publicly declared the 1983 National Bible Year. The bipartisan document, known as Public Law
97-280, was signed October 4, 1982 by Speaker of the House Thomas P. O'Neill, President of the Senate – Pro Tempore Strom Thurmond, and U. S. President Ronald Reagan. Read it as follows: PUBLIC ACT 97-280 OCT. 4, 1982 Public Law 97-280~96 STAT.121~97th Congress Joint Resolution
Authorization and asked the President to proclaim 1983 as the Year of the Bible. WHEREAS THE Bible, the Word of God, made a unique contribution to forming the United States as a different and blessed nation with humans; WHEREAS THEY kept religious condemnations spring from the Holy
Scriptures leading to the early settlement of our Nation; WHEREAS BIBLICAL teachings inspire civil government concepts of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States; WHEREAS many of our great national leaders are amongst them Presidents Washington, Jackson,
Lincoln, and Wilson-paid tax credits of the influence surpass in the Bible in our country's development, as in the words of President Jackson that the Bible is the rock on which to rest our republic; WHEREAS OUR NATION'S HISTORY clearly shows the worth of voluntarily applying scripture teachings to
the lives of individuals, families, and societies; WHEREAS THIS nation now faces the great challenges that will test this nation as it has never been tested before; and WHEN WE KNOW THAT OUR KNOWLEDGE AND OUR FAITH IN GOD THROUGH HOLY SCRIPTURE CAN STRENGTHEN US AS A
NATION AND A PEOPLE: Now it is to be resolved by the Senate and U.S. House of Representatives of the Congress assembled, the President authorized and asked to appoint 1983 as a national Year in the Bible in recognition of both the formative influence the Bible had for our country. , and national
we need to study and apply the teachings of the Holy Scriptures. LEGISLATURE HISTORY J.Res.165: CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 128 (1982): March 31, was regarded as Senate and passing. Sept. 21, was regarded as home and past. Go back to the top why you call me 'Lord, Lord' and do not
do what I say? - Jesus, Luke 6:46 of February 1982, Sen. William L. Armstrong and Congress Carlos Moorhead spoke to Senator Joint Resolution 165, 96 Stat. 1211 (H.J.Res.487 of the house [1],) an authorized joint resolution and asked the President proclaimed 1983 as the Year of the Bible. [2] In the
United States, 1983 was born as the national year of the Bible by President Ronald Reagan by Proclamation 5018,[3] held on February 3, 1983 in the National Prayer year. President Reagan was cleared and asked to be designated in 1983 by the public 97-280 (Senate Joint Resolution 165], Stat
96.1211) was passed by Congress and approved on October 4, 1982. The law recites that the Bible has made a unique contribution to the Shadow of the United States as a different and blessed nation and that, citing President Andrew Jackson, the Bible is the rock on which to rest our republic. He also
recognized a national need to study and apply the teachings of the Holy Scriptures. Can we solve them to reach, learn and try to listen to the greatest message ever written, The Word of God, and the Holy Bible? Reagan asked. Inside its page gives all the answers to all the problems that people have
ever known. Paul Broun of Georgia sought a comparable statement for 2010, but his proposal, 111 H. Res. Res. 112, did not come from the committee which he referred. [4] [5] On January 30, 2012, Pennsylvania legislators declared 2012 to be the Year of the Bible. [6] The resolution passed by the
Pennsylvania Chamber of Representatives, HR 535, has faced resistance from aethyst groups. [7] In response, a group of ateists, American Atheists, paid for scoring a ticket in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania that protested the bill.[8] Governor Matt Bevin of Kentucky declared both the 2016 and 2017 Year of
the Bible in the state. [9] [10] See also the International Year of Reading Bible (stated by President George H. W. Bush at National Prayer Breakfast in February 1990) References^ Moorhead, Carlos J. (1982-05-13). H.J.Res.487 – 97th Congress (1981-1982): An authorized joint resolution and requested
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